
High-throughput behavioral testing systems that enable real-time 
measurements of neural activity with unprecedented precision

Unique IR sensor technology improves  
accuracy of touch responses under flexible  

operant learning conditions.

 ⊲ IR sensors are >90% accurate in sensing touch 
responses, improving the quality and reliability 
of data.

 ⊲ Maximize efficiency of data collection with our 
automated setup, and flexibility over task design 
and execution.

 ⊲ The unique trapezoidal design makes it easier 
for subjects to focus on the desired task, 
decreasing learning time. 

 ⊲ Compatible with neural recording techniques.

Features

Our Touch Panel operant chamber is fully automated with unique 
infrared (IR) sensors located at the top right and top left corners of the 
15-inch touch screen. The IR sensors greatly improve the accuracy 
of recorded touch responses because there is no minimum force 
requirement to detect a response. The Touch Panel operant software 
studio makes it easy to switch between different learning paradigms, 
and users have the option of creating their own tasks. 

Response speed: 10 msec (100 point/sec)

Interface: USB 1.1 or more

Power: 5V USB bus power (around 1.5W)

Accessory: sensitivity adjustment driver

Size – touch surface: 335 (W) x 255 (H) mm

Size – whole: 356 (W) x 310 (D) x 8 (t) mm
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High-throughput behavioral testing systems that enable real-time 
measurements of neural activity with unprecedented precision

1. Touch Panel Operant Chamber
2. Touch Panel with Display Cover
3. Interface
4. Pellet Dispenser

5. Water Supply Unit (Pump & Bottle)
6. Sound Attenuating Box
7. Ventilation Fan 
8. LED Houselight

Components

O’Hara distributed in North America by Amuza Inc.10060 Carroll Canyon Rd., Ste 100, San Diego, CA 92131
O’Hara products are for research purposes only.

info@amuzainc.com     |     (858) 225-6869

 Software components

Task Control Software : Operant TaskStudioV2

Developer language: c++

OS : Windows 7 professional, windows 10 professional
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